Dear Sir or Madam,

Further to your application, ISSN Centrum Nederland has registered the following publication and issued the following ISSN:

**Title:** Nakhshatro : The star Dimension (Online. English ed.)

**ISSN:** 2590-3411

*This ISSN is only for issues with the above title. If the title changes, please apply for a new ISSN in good time.*

The ISSN should preferably be listed in the bibliographical information of each issue of this publication. If there is no bibliographical information, you can print the ISSN on the cover. Please see our website [www.kb.nl/issn](http://www.kb.nl/issn) for more information.

ISSN Centrum Nederland is part of the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (the National Library of the Netherlands). The Koninklijke Bibliotheek invites all publishers to send one copy of every publication issued in the Netherlands to the Deposit Library for Dutch Publications, irrespective of its language. It is well worth depositing your publication so that it can be preserved and take a permanent place in the collective heritage of the Netherlands. Information on deposits is available on [http://www.kb.nl/en/for-publishers/depositing-publications](http://www.kb.nl/en/for-publishers/depositing-publications).

We hope this letter gives you the information you need.

Yours faithfully,
Saskia Minderman
Document Processing
ISSN Netherlands